Title: SURVEY AND ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITION MODULE

(57) Abstract: This invention makes entertainment programs available for each television spectator profile, which, when exhibited, are mixed with commercial spaces that are personalized according to the consumption profile of the television spectator. This is done following a commercial strategy defined by the Center over the Internet. A logic lock that does not allow userware to access these commercials. The leisure provided is determined by a survey of preferences and tastes carried out by the Survey and Entertainment Exhibition Module for the television spectator. The invention consists of a microcontroller (1) that controls: an Audio and Video Processor (2), an Intranet and Internet Digital Communicator (4), and a Digital Storage Device. It recognizes the television spectator’s profile through a Flash memory (Smart Card) (9). It also controls a Personal Recognition Device (10) that manages the identification of the Smart Card (9). In addition, it has a specific Physical Presence Sensor (11) and a Personal Survey Device (12) that processes voice or analog commands. The Microcontroller also coordinates the Sub-echoes (7), which permit the Survey and Entertainment Exhibition Module to provide the abovementioned services to all household members simultaneously. This Microcontroller also controls a TV signal Capturing System and an Energy Source (14) with a no-break device.
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